Activity: Can your child fill-in rhyming words: ‘There was an old woman who lived in a shoe; She had so many children she didn’t know what to d__?’

Then Play: Make a Rhyme

Help your child fill-in some new rhymes:

A tree with a bee.
A boy has a toy.
A tick holding a _ick. (p,st,n)
A rat tried on a _at. (h,p,n,m)
A tall man on a _an (c,p,b)
A bug and a _ug. (r,s,d)

Then Sing: (Sing to the tune of Farmer In The Dell)

A tree with a bee, A tree with a bee,
Hi Ho the Derry-O, A tree with a bee.

Repeat each verse using the rhyming words you and the children have created!